In this talk an investigation into the interference effects between the process pp →tbH + followed by the decay H + → tb and the background process pp → ttbb is presented. The level of interference in parts of the parameter space is shown to be high and as such it may spoil the results of typical analyses which treat signal and background as independent. This is shown for two benchmarks of the MSSM.
Introduction
The selection of benchmark is important as the chosen parameter point must provide both a non-negligible cross section and high width-to-mass ratio of the signal particle -in this case the charged Higgs. Two areas of the MSSM parameter space of interest to experimentalists are the hMSSM and the m mod+ h models, for reviews of these see Refs. [1] and [2] respectively. We utilize these models as a vehicle for study of interference effects and hone in further on specific choices of MSSM parameters in the next section.
Benchmark Selection
To generate our benchmark points a scan of the MSSM parameter space is undertaken using FeynHiggs [3] [4] interfaced with HiggsBounds-5.2.0beta [5] [6] [7] [8] and HiggsSignals-2.2.0beta [9] to obtain constraints. Fig 1 displays various three dimensional slices of the parameter space for the hMSSM model. We wish to choose a point which has high width-to-mass ratio, so as to generate high levels of interference, as well as a non-negligible cross section and high branching ratio of H + → tb to preserve that cross section. Utilizing a scan of the parameter space with these goals in mind the best point found has M H ± = 633.91 GeV and tan β = 1.01. . In this case we choose a point which has a much lower width-to-mass ratio but a higher cross section and thus we may see lower levels of interference prior to cuts. It is possible however that interference may grow after cuts. Utilizing a scan of the parameter space with these goals in mind the best point found has M H ± = 303.08 GeV and tan β = 3.42. 
Results
For this analysis two independent samples were generated for both the hMSSM and m mod+ h at leading order and at 13 TeV CoM energy at the LHC. The first sample contained 20,000,000 parton level events to provide a Monte Carlo sample with sufficiently low statistical error on the interference term. This sample was generated using MadGraph [10] . The second sample contained 500,000 events generated in MadGraph, then passed to Pythia [11] for hadronization/fragmentation and then to Delphes [12] This process was undertaken for the signal ("S"), defined as all processes in the MSSM that generate ttbb mediated by H ± , the background ("B"), defined as all processes in the MSSM that generate ttbb that are not mediated by H ± , and the signal plus background -from here out called total ("T") -that contains all processes in the MSSM that can generate ttbb.
The three samples were then used to quantify the interference using the relationship I = T − S − B. As all three amplitudes have the same phase space then this equation isolates the interference term of the full scattering amplitude. The parton level results can be seen in Tab 1.
Event Reconstruction
We choose the final state with exactly 1-lepton, thus allowing us to calculate the longitudinal momentum of missing energy. This is done via solving the following quadratic equation:
If both of these solutions are non-real we veto the event. We then perform a full event reconstruction by simultaneous minimisation of the following equations by permuting through all combinations of jets in the process and the two solutions for neutrino momentum,
and
The results of this reconstruction can be found in Figs. 3 and 5, normalised to unit area. After this we apply a very simple set of cuts to calculate the behaviour of interference under cutflow. The full set of cuts are exactly one lepton, five or more light jets, two (three) or more b-jets, missing energy greater than 50 GeV and finally, the transverse mass of missing energy and the lepton must be higher than 60 GeV. Specifically,
The results of these cutflows can be found in Tabs 2 and 3.
The hMSSM analysis
The parton level interference relative to signal in the hMSSM scenario was 86.4%, an alarmingly high level of interference before cuts. The 2 b-tag cut flow served to increase this to 225.6% and the 3 b-tag scenario to increase it to 277.8%. In all three of these subsets of the phase space the interference appears to be sufficiently large to motivate quantifying it in a full analysis. It should be noted however that the error on the interference is of roughly the same order, and so these results should be considered with this in mind. Fig 4 presents an example of the shape of the interference distribution, specifically in the ttbb reconstructed invariant mass plane. This was undertaken using the large parton level sample so as to ensure the per-bin error was sufficiently low. It can be seen that there is a significant off-peak positive contribution of the interference. Table 2 . Cut flow results presented in expected event yield with 3000 fb −1 of luminosity for the hMSSM benchmark.
The m mod+ h analysis
The m mod+ h results begin with a smaller parton level interference relative to signal of 15.03%, reduce to 3.0% in the 2 b-tag scenario and increase to 58.7% in the 3 b-tag scenario. However it should be noted that the interference in this case is far smaller than the level of error, and so strong conclusions from this result are not possible. Fig 6 presents an example of the shape of the interference distribution, again specifically in the ttbb reconstructed invariant mass plane. This was also undertaken using the large parton level sample and it can be seen that there is a non-negligible positive contribution from interference off-peak. Events / 100 GeV 
Conclusion
This talk presented the phenomenological analysis of the size of signal to background interference in the production oftbH + decaying via H + → tb and the associated background production of ttbb at the 13 TeV LHC. We utilize two benchmarks of the MSSM with heavy charged Higgs, and find that at parton level in both scenarios the interference is non-negligible. Furthermore the shape of the interference distribution and its associated impacts are not necessarily the same as the signal and so a simple rescaling of signal may not be feasible.
Furthermore, while the associated error on the detector level cutflow results is large, the results imply that the interference is sensitive to cuts and can reasonably increase significantly relative to the signal through a simple cutflow.
